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Connectivity
POS API Version 4.0
The new version of the POS API provides many benefits—including SLA and performance
improvements, enhanced business functionality, simpler API implementation, and clearer flows.
Highlights include:
•

Simplified reward logic—all Como rewards can be applied to a purchase using only one API
call (the new getBenefits call), called only once in a typical club flow

•

SLA improvements—performance improvements for all API calls

•

Enhanced business functionality—allowing them to use dynamic identification methods, use
membership expiration flows at the POS, display asset images to customers, and more

Learn more about the improvements here or read the API document here.

Advanced APIs Version 4.0
The advanced Como APIs were aligned with the new structure of the POS API—for simpler API
implementation and improved performance. The advanced APIs include the following:
•

Registration API—allows external services to register new members and update their details

•

CRM Sync API—allows a business’ third party CRM or analytics system to sync member data

•

External Event API—allows Como to receive information about external events that occurred
to specific club members (ex: an ordering service can indicate when the order is ready)

New Customer Identifier for Web Views
External systems (such as ordering sites) integrated with Como can be displayed as an app web view.
When the member opens the web view, they are automatically identified by the external system—
using a new identifier (temporaryToken) that expires and is more secure. This temporary identifier is
automatically generated by Como and passed as a web view parameter in the URL. The external
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system can then use the identifier in other API calls for this web view session (ex: to redeem the
member’s gifts, submit purchase details, or pay with credit without requiring a verification code).

Add Button Actions to Web Views
External systems can add certain Como button actions directly to the app web view—using a basic
JavaScript API. For example, an ordering service can allow members to pay for their order using their
app—by adding a Pay button that initiates our in-store Zooz payment flow (i.e. using a payment code
generated from the app). External services can also allow members to trigger automations (by
tapping “claim” button), display certain app screens (ex: Gift List, Location List and Point Shop), and
more.

Web View Parameters – Improved UI
You can customize web views according to the specific member or device that opens it—by adding
parameters to the web view URL. Web view parameters can now be added directly from the main
web view page—using a simplified process and UI. After adding the basic URL, select parameters from
a list (ex: device’s location or member’s name) or add custom parameters. These parameters are then
automatically added to the URL that you specified.

Dynamic Text for Messages Based on External Events
Using the External Event API, third party systems can send Como information about external events
that happened to specific members. This can then be used to trigger an automation to perform an
action on the member—such as to send them a push, pop-up or sms message. These messages can
now include dynamic text based on the external event information.
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Google Analytics – Screen Names
Google Analytics presents data related app screens—such as which screens are viewed the most. The
screen names that are presented on Google Analytics were improved so that they can be more easily
understood by the loyalty club managers.

Platform – Stability
Filter Members – Bundle of Improvements
A new bundle of enhancements were added to Filter Members, consisting of the following:
•

Smart actions—which include classic actions as well as advanced capabilities (such as adding
dynamic text for messages, delaying actions, or tagging actions)

•

Improved filter performance—by upgrading to the BigQuery database, which analyzes large
amounts of data more efficiently

•

Improved bulk action performance—using a new queues mechanism, which handles large
requests of actions more quickly and reliably

Member Profile – Action Logs
Under Latest Logs of a member’s profile (from Find/Filter Members), you can view logs of the actions
performed by or for the member—such as when the member joined the club, made a purchase or
received a gift. These user action logs are now generated directly from the server to improve
performance (so they’ll be displayed faster).
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Advanced SMS Mechanism and Bulk SMS
A new SMS mechanism was implemented to support advanced SMS capabilities and improve overall
performance. General enhancements include:
•
•
•
•
•

Support for sending bulk SMS messages
User action log was improved, indicating whether or not the SMS was successfully delivered
Support for requirements based on territory
New SMS providers can be added without a version release
SLA is defined for SMS messages

Additional enhancements were made according to whether the SMS message is operational (ex:
verification codes) or marketing (sent from automations or in bulk from Filter Members)—including:
•
•
•
•

Ability to remove permission for a business to send marketing messages at all
Different SMS providers can be chosen for operational vs marketing messages
Operational messages are given a higher priority than marketing ones (for sending order)
Members that unsubscribe from SMS messages will still receive operational ones

Note: A pilot will be performed for marketing SMS capabilities only—using the businesses that
currently send SMS messages in bulk. In this phase, marketing SMS capablities won’t be supported in
the US using Como credentials (however, the business can use their own custom credentials).

Default Values for Operation Settings
For settings configured from Operation > Settings, defaults were added or updated (see changes), and
all defaults are now displayed in the Como Hub (if there is a default for the setting). Furthermore, an
API key is automatically generated for the business when the user clicks to view General POS Settings.

Decimal Settings for Balances
Previously, each business could configure the unit for balances (i.e. currency, points and credit) from
Show Currency with Decimal. They could choose to use the smaller unit (“without decimals”, ex: cents
for currency) or larger unit (“with decimals”, ex: dollars for currency). This affected how values were
inputed (ex: in automations), and displayed in the Como Hub and app.
Now, the configuration was removed and all new businesses will use the larger unit of measurement.
For example, $20 is specified in an automation condition as 20.00 (not 2000) and $20 credit is
displayed in the app as 20.00 (not 2000). However, the decimal settings of existing businesses have
not been changed.
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Appsee Integration – App Analytics
By integrating with an app analytics platform called Appsee, we can record the app sessions of
specific members to investigate the technical issues they’re experiencing and improve the overall user
experience.
Note: This feature is not currently available for businesses to use directly since the Como Appsee
account is used for all businesses and not for commercial use. In the future, we may extend this
capability to each business.

Platform – Usability
Add Business Plans
Permission plans can be defined per business, and not only per Como Hub user. For example, hide
features that a business cannot use because the feature is in pilot or their POS doesn’t support it.

New Permission Tags – POS Versions
Permission tags were added to fields and elements that may not be supported by the POS integration
of a business. These tags are available for both business and user plans to prevent users from
configuring features that they cannot use. For example, permission tags were added to elements that
depend on the following:
•
•
•

POS version (2.8 vs 4.0)
if the PayWithBudget API call was implemented (ex: used for credit and Zooz payments)
if each discount action type was implemented (i.e. discount, item code, or deal code)

Delete Business Presets
A Como Hub user can save a smart automation, smart club deal or smart gift configuration as a
preset—so they can use it for any business on their account. In addition, other users can use this
preset for this specific business. Business presets can now be deleted from the hub of this business.
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Searchable Drop-Down Lists
To enhance usability, a searchable drop-down list was added to permission tags for user and business
plans. In addition, the asset list from Find/Filter Members can also be searched when sending an
asset.

Functionality
Smart Actions from the Data & BI Tab
You can now perform smart actions on members from the Data & BI tab (from Find/Filter Members or
Import User Keys). Smart actions include the classic actions, plus these advanced capabilities:
•
•
•
•

Additional actions: Export Event and Update Expiration Date
Ability to delay an action to occur after a certain time period (ex: 2 days) or on a specific date
and time (ex: 31/08/2017 at 14:00)
Ability to add dynamic text to push, SMS or pop-up messages—such as the member’s name
Ability to add action tags (ex: to identify actions related to the same campaign)

When the action is delayed from Filter Members, the group of specific members is defined at the time
of filtering (and not when the action is set to occur). Smart actions that are delayed can be managed
from the Operation tab from a new dedicated page.
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Limit for Automation Delays
You can specify how much time to delay an action from occurring once the smart automation is
triggered. The delay time is now limited to 30 days.

New Layouts with Rotating Backgrounds
Five new layouts are now available for the Home Screen—where the welcome messages rotate as the
background for the entire screen (behind the tiles).

Demonstrate Payment Flows
A sales manager can demonstrate the payment feature for businesses that don’t have an account
with Zooz—using the Zooz sandbox testing environment (selected from Settings > External Services).

Manage Credit Cards
A new app screen was created to allow members to manage their credit cards outside of a payment
flow. Members can view, add or remove credit cards from this screen. For example, members can add
credit cards to their app wallet in advance—so they’re ready to pay for items in the store.
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Add Actions to Push Messages
You can now add an action to a push message—so that the action will be performed when the
members taps the message (or the new button on the message if the app is open). For example,
tapping the push message can open a specific app screen.
Note: This is available for push messages from smart automations, smart gifts or smart actions.

Mobile
Custom Icons for Push Messages
When a push messages is received on an Android device (when the app is hidden), an icon appears
next to the app name in the push message and at the top of the device. To comply with Android
guidelines for this icon, you can now choose a custom icon for push messages.
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Android and iOS Permissions
Improvements were made to encourage members to enable the Android or iOS permissions that are
required for using app features. By updating our Android code to the latest version, Android
permissions are now requested as needed (and not before the user downloads the app)—allowing
the user to understand why the permission is needed. For example, the permission to use the camera
is requested when a member taps to scan a QR code. This is now aligned with the current practice for
iOS devices.
Additionally, the permission to use location services for beacons is now requested after the member
joins the club (for both Android and iOS). A pop-up message is first presented as a “pre-permission”
to encourage the member to enable it (ex: so they get special coupons when they enter the store).
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Quick Wins
View More Exported Reports
When you perform a filter from Find/Filter Members, you can export the data into a report that you
can download. You can now view the last 15 reports that were created (instead of 5).

Display of Tags from View Purchases
The purchase and item tags that are presented in Data & BI > View Purchases are now displayed in a
clearer format that’s easier for the user to understand.

Sort Branches in Registration Form
From the registration form, you can allow members to select their home branch or favorite branch
from a list of branches—which is now sorted alphabetically.

Add Conditions Based on Points Accumulated
You can create automations based on a member’s “Weighted Points”—the total number of points
that the member had accumulated in their lifetime.

T&C Removed from the Como Hub Login
The terms and conditions were removed from the Como Hub login page to simply the login.
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Bugs
To view the business bugs that were resolved in this release, click here.
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